
Background Pirfenidone is approved in England by NICE for the
treatment of Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis (IPF) but its prescrip-
tion is limited to certain specialised centres. We hypothesised that
this may lead to health inequality in the access to the drug per
head of population in an area of the Midlands
Methods 2 prescribing centres (PC), and 4 non-prescribing
centres(NPC) referring into them were studied. They were the
George Eliot Hospital (GEH) in Nuneaton and South Warwick
FT (SWFT) in Warwick (both NPCs) referring to University Hos-
pitals of Coventry & Warwickshire (UHCW) in Coventry, and
Kettering General Hospital (KGH) and Northampton General
Hospital (NGH), (both NPCs) referring to Glenfield Hospital,
University Hospitals of Leicester (UHL).

The number of patients prescribed pirfenidone up to January
2016 was collected, and corrected per 100,000 head of popula-
tion according to the patient postcode from 2011 census data.
All patients were from the CV,LE or NN postcode areas. As data
were not normally distributed, analysis was performed with non-
parametric statistics using ‘R’, a statistics package. We collected
the time and distance of travel to patients’ local hospital, and to
their PC.
Results There were a total of 64 postcode areas (PCAs) in the
region. Travel times to local hospitals (either a PC or NPC
according to area) were normally distibuted with a median of 19
minutes (range 5–40). Travel time to relevant PC was bimodally
distributed, with a median of 26 ½ minutes (range 5–64). This
was significantly different (p,1*10^�7). There were no pirfeni-
done patients in 20 PCAs. Where patients’ local hospital was a
NPS there were significantly more pirfenidone-free PCAs (15/32)
than where the local hospital was a PC (5/32), p = 0.015.
Median number of pirfenidone patients per 100,000 population
was significantly less (2.18) where the local hospital was a NPC
than where the local hospital was a PC (4.76), p = 0.019. There
were also significant differences across all 6 hospitals in the
median prevalence of pirfenidone prescriptions (p = 0.003).
Conclusions Our data suggest there are significant health inequal-
ity in access to pirfenidone according to patients’ location and
whether their local hospital is a PC or not.
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Introduction/objectives Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis is progres-
sive with poor outcomes. Evidence from the CAPACITY and
ASCEND trials suggests Pirfenidone slows disease progression
(Noble et al, 2011; King et al, 2014). We reviewed all patients
with more than a year since initiation to assess the proportion
that discontinued Pirfenidone for adverse drug reactions (ADRs)
or due to unsuccessful treatment (>10%/year%FVC decline or
died on therapy), to assess temporal patterns of these stoppages
and assess any demographic or disease extent predictors of suc-
cess (age, sex, BMI, smoking history, %FVC prediction and
FEV1).
Methods 155 patients have been referred to our consultant phar-
macist for Pirfenidone initiation since August 2013, of which 65
started and have more than 1 year of data (i.e., we excluded

those starting post July 2015). We reviewed hospital databases
and medical notes with subsequent data analysis using appropri-
ate parametric statistical methods.
Results 42/65 (64.6%) stopped therapy overall divided between
ADRs (24/42, 57.1%), FVC decline >10%/year (11/42, 26.2%),
dying on treatment (5/42, 11.9%) and unclear (2/42, 4.8%).
Table 1 demonstrates association between demographics and
those that discontinued, suggesting there is one subgroup associ-
ated with treatment continuation (patient previously smoked
P £ 0.001). The temporal pattern of stopping treatment for
ADRs vs those failing for clinical reasons (death on treatment or
FVC decline) demonstrated a median cessation time of 40 days
vs 226 respectively.
Conclusions Our data suggests two important findings. Firstly,
patients’ chances of continuing therapy is intriguingly affected
positively by smoking history, causation for which remains
unclear. Sex, age, BMI or disease extent does not seem to be
associated with outcome success. Secondly, those that discontin-
ued for ADRs did so much earlier than those that discontinued
due to FVC decline or dying on treatment.

Potential implications for when prescribing Pirfenidone are
that we cannot predict those at risk of discontinuation from their
demographics. However, a smoking history intriguingly seems to
be positively associated with continuation. Additionally, most
patients affected by ADRs ceased treatment early, suggesting that
if side effects are not noted post early follow up, they are
unlikely to occur later. This information improves understanding
of prescribing practice for Pirfenidone.

Abstract P172 Table 1 Demographic Parameters and association
with therapy continuation

Demographic

Parameter (mean or

number)

Did not

stop

therapy

Stopped due to

Death or FVC

Decline

Stopped due to

Adverse Drug

Reaction

P

(ANOVA

or X2)

Age at treatment

initiation

69.22 68.06 72.04 0.205

Sex (M:F) 20:3 13:3 17:7 0.385

BMI 24.2 23.2 23.1 0.631

Smoking Hx (Never:

Ex)

6:17 12:4 18:6 <0.001

FVC% predicted 67.39 61.88 66.75 0.127

FEV1% predicted 69.05 65.25 72.09 0.115
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Rationale Patients with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) are
frequently hospitalised for a variety of reasons. Respiratory-
related hospitalizations may occur because of acute exacerbations
of IPF, respiratory tract infections, respiratory failure and other
causes. Regardless of cause, respiratory-related hospitalizations
have been linked to poor outcomes in patients with IPF. We
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